(I) Pronouns / Verbs

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. I found _________ hat.
   A) you   B) your   C) you're

2. She is _________ girlfriend.
   A) is   B) his   C) he's

3. They _________ good friends.
   A) are   B) their   C) they're

4. Do you have _________ phone number?
   A) am   B) my   C) mine

5. This bag is probably _________.
   A) you   B) your   C) yours

(II) Plural Nouns

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct PLURAL form.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. There are four _________ in the room.
   A) boxs   B) boxes   C) boxies

2. We need to peel the _________.
   A) potato   B) potatos   C) potatoes

3. Did you see the new _________?
   A) photo   B) photos   C) photoes

4. The _________ are crying.
   A) babys   B) babyes   C) babies

5. You should brush your _________ at least twice a day.
   A) tooth   B) tooths   C) teeth
(III) A / An / The

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct word.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. There is ________ cat in the room.
   A) a  B) an  C) the

2. I need ________ umbrella.
   A) a  B) an  C) the

3. We arrived ________ hour ago.
   A) a  B) an  C) the

4. We saw a movie last night. ________ movie was good.
   A) a  B) an  C) the

5. I found ________ beautiful earring.
   A) a  B) an  C) the

(IV) Comparative Adjectives

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct word.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. She sings ________ than her brother.
   A) gooder  B) more good  C) better

2. This is the ________ meal I ever had.
   A) bader  B) worse  C) worst

3. This package seems ________ than the other one.
   A) smaller  B) more small  C) smallest

4. You are ________ than her.
   A) beautifuler  B) more beautiful  C) most beautiful

5. The ________ thing to do is to open the windows.
   A) importanter  B) importanest  C) most important
Part B—Parts of Speech 2

(I) Prepositions—Place

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. Let's go ________ the house.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

2. He's ________ home now.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

3. They are sitting ________ the table.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

4. The picture is ________ the wall.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

5. There were sharks ________ the water!
   A) on  B) in  C) at

(II) Prepositions—Time

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. The movie starts ________ nine o'clock.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

2. I returned to Italy ________ 1999.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

3. We will arrive ________ Tuesday.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

4. She graduated ________ June.
   A) on  B) in  C) at

5. Tom was born ________ September 3rd.
   A) on  B) in  C) at
(III) Prepositions—Other

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. We received a letter __________ my school.
   A) from       B) for       C) by

2. The cat hides __________ the bed.
   A) out       B) under      C) to

3. She is moving __________ New York.
   A) for       B) of        C) to

4. He is an old friend __________ mine.
   A) to        B) of        C) by

5. We should go __________.
   A) out       B) from      C) for

(IV) Conjunctions

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. I like swimming, __________ my sister likes dancing.
   A) and       B) or        C) because

2. Would you like coffee __________ tea?
   A) so        B) or        C) but

3. Janet wanted to come __________ she couldn't.
   A) so        B) or        C) but

4. I was tired __________ I went to bed.
   A) so        B) but       C) because

5. He did it __________ I told him to.
   A) so        B) but       C) because
Part C—Verb Tenses 1

(I) Simple Present / Present Progressive

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. She _______________ (go) to work every day.
2. Right now I _______________ (do) my homework.
3. This week she _______________ (study) for a test.
4. Diana _______________ (be) a good girl.
5. He _______________ (have) a lot of friends.

(II) Simple Past / Past Progressive

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. We _______________ (go) to the movies last night.
2. The kids _______________ (be) playing outside all day and now they are very tired.
3. I _______________ (clean) the house when she called.
5. I _______________ (visit) Jane last summer.
(III) Simple Past / Present Perfect

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. I _______________ (just come) back.
2. You _______________ (read) this book 5 times.
3. We _______________ (have) a nice dinner last night.
4. Last week he _______________ (be) still in Tokyo.
5. I'm so sorry! I _______________ (break) the vase.

(IV) Mixed Tenses

Instructions: Fill in the blanks using the correct words.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. Next week I _______________ (be) 20 years old.
2. She _______________ (always talk)!
3. Since I can remember, I _______________ (always love) reading.
4. George always _______________ (check) his mail.
5. Betty _______________ (open) the shop last summer.
Part D—Verb Tenses 2

(I) Yes / No Questions

Instructions: Turn the following sentences into questions. (Each answer = 1 point)

1. She was at home last night.

2. It has been so long since our last meeting.

3. Daniel jogs often.

4. I am washing the dishes now.

5. He will be very happy to hear this.

(II) WH Questions

Instructions: Turn the following sentences into questions using the correct question word. (Each answer = 1 point)

1. I like to eat pizza.

2. We met on Monday.

3. She works in London.

4. We are listening to the best song ever.

5. John has decided to quit his job.
(III) Tag Questions

Instructions: Turn the following sentences into questions.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. They live in Los Angeles.
___________________________________________________________________________

2. You don't go fishing.
___________________________________________________________________________

3. She is a wonderful baker.
___________________________________________________________________________

4. He isn't a policeman.
___________________________________________________________________________

5. They are ready.
___________________________________________________________________________

(IV) Negative Sentences

Instructions: Turn the following sentences into questions using the correct question word.
(Each answer = 1 point)

1. Jessica turned on her radio.
___________________________________________________________________________

2. They have changed so much.
___________________________________________________________________________

3. I write many stories.
___________________________________________________________________________

4. We are having fun.
___________________________________________________________________________

5. Robert will marry Susan.
___________________________________________________________________________
Part E—Sentence Structure

(I) Simple Sentences

Instructions: The following sentences are all mixed up. Put the words on each line in the correct order to make a logical sentence. (Each answer = 1 point)

1. is lunch She her for paying.

2. present have you a special for I.

3. people sleep Some like late to.

4. other and every meet Jane day Jack.

5. eat didn't sandwich his He.

(II) Compound Sentences

Instructions: The following sentences are all mixed up. Put the words on each line in the correct order to make a logical sentence. (Each answer = 1 point)

1. friend opened window He the and door, his the opened.

2. so busy He, I go decided home was to.

3. We cold but wanted to a picnic, it too was have.

4. speak call didn't her, so I didn't She to.

5. cat swimming The fish resting were, and was the.
(III) Complex Sentences

**Instructions**: The following sentences are all mixed up. Put the words on each line in the correct order to make a logical sentence. (Each answer = 1 point)

1. was Maria Nobody when there arrived.

___________________________________________________________________________

2. after I the car I red the light turned noticed stopped.

___________________________________________________________________________

3. are They very working because hard have they a deadline meet to.

___________________________________________________________________________

4. though Even awake her, still eyes is open are she barely.

___________________________________________________________________________

5. the is won who the race girl This.

___________________________________________________________________________

(IV) Mixed Sentences

**Instructions**: The following sentences are all mixed up. Put the words on each line in the correct order to make a logical sentence. (Each answer = 1 point)

1. tomorrow Faith here will working start.

___________________________________________________________________________

2. was watching was brother sleeping, TV and his Bob.

___________________________________________________________________________

3. about This is you I told movie the.

___________________________________________________________________________

4. said sorry She that really she was.

___________________________________________________________________________

5. door through open He couldn't the so he went in the window.

___________________________________________________________________________
Answers

Part A—Parts of Speech 1

(I) Pronouns / Verbs
1. I found your hat.
2. She is his girlfriend.
3. They are good friends.
4. Do you have my phone number?
5. This bag is probably yours.

(II) Plural Nouns
1. There are four boxes in the room.
2. We need to peel the potatoes.
3. Did you see the new photos?
4. The babies are crying.
5. You should brush your teeth at least twice a day.

(III) A / An / The
1. There is a cat in the room.
2. I need an umbrella.
3. We arrived an hour ago.
4. We saw a movie last night. The movie was good.
5. I found a beautiful earring.
(IV) Comparative Adjectives

1. She sings better than her brother.
2. This is the worst meal I ever had.
3. This package seems smaller than the other one.
4. You are more beautiful than her.
5. The most important thing to do is to open the windows.

Part B—Parts of Speech 2

(I) Prepositions—Place

1. Let's go in the house.
2. He's at home now.
3. They are sitting at the table.
4. The picture is on the wall.
5. There were sharks in the water!

(II) Prepositions—Time

1. The movie starts at nine o'clock.
2. I returned to Italy in 1999.
3. We will arrive on Tuesday.
4. She graduated in June.
5. Tom was born on September 3rd.
(III) Prepositions—Other

1. We received a letter from my school.
2. The cat hides under the bed.
3. She is moving to New York.
4. He is an old friend of mine.
5. We should go out.

(IV) Conjunctions

1. I like swimming, and my sister likes dancing.
2. Would you like coffee or tea?
3. Janet wanted to come but she couldn't.
4. I was tired so I went to bed.
5. He did it because I told him to.

Part C—Verb Tenses 1

(I) Simple Present / Present Progressive

1. She goes to work every day.
2. Right now I am doing my homework.
3. This week she is studying for a test.
4. Diana is a good girl.
5. He has a lot of friends.
(II) Simple Past / Past Progressive
1. We went to the movies last night.
2. The kids were playing outside all day and now they are very tired.
3. I was cleaning the house when she called.
5. I visited Jane last summer.

(III) Simple Past / Present Perfect
1. I have just come back.
2. You have read this book 5 times.
3. We had a nice dinner last night.
4. Last week he was still in Tokyo.
5. I'm so sorry! I have broken the vase.

(IV) Mixed Tenses
1. Next week I will be 20 years old.
2. She is always talking!
3. Since I can remember, I have always loved reading.
4. George always checks his mail.
5. Betty opened the shop last summer.
Part D—Verb Tenses 2

(I) Yes / No Questions
1. Was she at home last night?
2. Has it been so long since our last meeting?
3. Does Daniel jog often?
4. Am I washing the dishes now?
5. Will he be very happy to hear this?

(II) WH Questions
1. What do I like to eat?
2. When did we meet?
3. Where does she work?
4. Which song are we listening to?
5. Who has decided to quit his job?

(III) Tag Questions
1. They live in Los Angeles, don't they?
2. You don't go fishing, do you?
3. She is a wonderful baker, isn't she?
4. He isn't a policeman, is he?
5. They are ready, aren't they?

(IV) Negative Sentences
1. Jessica didn't turn on her radio.
2. They have not changed so much.
3. I don't write many stories.
4. We are not having fun.
5. Robert will not marry Susan.
Part E—Sentence Structure

(I) Simple Sentences
1. She is paying for her lunch.
2. I have a special present for you.
3. Some people like to sleep late.
4. Jane and Jack meet every other day.
5. He didn't eat his sandwich.

(II) Compound Sentences
1. He opened the door, and his friend opened the window.
2. He was busy, so I decided to go home.
3. We wanted to have a picnic, but it was too cold.
4. She didn't call, so I didn't speak to her.
5. The fish were swimming, and the cat was resting.

(III) Complex Sentences
1. Nobody was there when Maria arrived.
2. I stopped the car after I noticed the light turned red.
3. They are working very hard because they have a deadline to meet.
4. Even though her eyes are barely open, she is still awake.
5. This is the girl who won the race.

(IV) Mixed Sentences
1. Faith will start working here tomorrow.
2. Bob was sleeping, and his brother was watching TV.
3. This is the movie I told you about.
4. She said that she was really sorry.
5. He couldn't open the door, so he went in through the window.
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